3x3 Wheelchair Basketball Tournament Rules
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

Teams agree on color of jerseys.

Teams agrees on shooter to begin game… and will shoot from agreed spot. Made basket
means team begins with the ball above the 3-point line.

Preliminary games are played to 15 by ones, 3 point basket is two points, and must win by

two or to 20 minutes whichever comes first. If 20 minutes expires and game is still tied, its
sudden death win by one. (3 minutes in preliminary game, 5 minutes in semi/final)
Finals will be played to 21, win by two.

Alternating possession after a made basket.

6.

Must clear ball to 3-point line after made basket, rebound, or a foul.

8.

There is no 3 seconds in the lane.

7.

9.

You do not have to clear ball on an air ball or a steal.

You must clear the paint after each possession.

10. Players will call own fouls. After call is made the possession continues after ball is cleared to

the 3-point line. 3 on 3 is not tennis, it’s a rough game and little incidental calls should not be
made.

11. Integrity, respect and honesty starts here. No profanity! Any dispute that cannot be

resolved, both teams will agree on a single shooter from free throw to determine. A make
wins dispute, a miss loses the dispute. No arguing. If for any reason a dispute can’t be
resolved the TD can be called to the court. This should not happen.

12. In the case that a team may have a sub that team must work out a pattern that allows sub in
game.

13. In the event of injury and a player cannot continue the tournament director will work to

replace with the extra substitution if there is one. Or game by game find comparable player
who agrees to play as schedule allows.

14. Winning team must report scores immediately to score table volunteers or
Tournament Director.

